Compiled from information provided by instructors of LIS courses, the following list has been published for your convenience. Every effort was made to list the information in its entirety; it should be noted, however, that this list may not be complete nor definitive and may be subject to change before the start of the semester. List will be updated as new information is received.

Textbooks, etc. may be purchased from these campus facilities, unless otherwise noted. (The links are to that bookstore’s online ordering system.)

Illini Union Bookstore (IUB), 809 S. Wright, Champaign. (217) 333-2050
(http://uofibookstore.illinois.edu/buy_main.asp)
Spring 2014 texts will be available for online viewing/ordering beginning (TBA).

TIS Bookstore, 707 S. Sixth Street, Champaign. (217) 337-4900
(http://tisbookui.com/SelectTermDept.aspx)

LEEP (online) courses use Blackboard Collaborate and students are required to use a USB Headset Microphone when participating in the LEEP class sessions. See http://groups.lis.illinois.edu/itdweb/bbcollaborate/index.php for further information and tutorial.

LIS/INFO/MACS 202 AE1 [lecture] – Les Gasser (gasser@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 390 CC / INFO 390 CC** – Damian Duffy (dsduffy@illinois.edu)


- **LIS 390 EC / INFO 390 EC** – Lori Kendall (loriken@illinois.edu)


- **LIS 390 PVT / INFO 390 PVT** – Masooda Bashir (mnb@illinois.edu)

NOTE: A revised list was received from the instructor on January 7.

REQUIRED


**RECOMMENDED (pick one of these two: Hoose or Sheinkin):**


**RECOMMENDED (pick one of these two—Kirkman or Klause):**


- **LIS 409 AU/AG [on-campus] – Kate McDowell** ([kmcdowel@illinois.edu](mailto:kmcdowel@illinois.edu)) [McDowell removed as instructor for the 409 LEA online section 12/16/13 (see Keding below). McDowell is still the instructor for 409 AU/AG]


- **LIS 409 LEA and LIS 409 LEB [LEEP] – Dan Keding** ([dkeding@illinois.edu](mailto:dkeding@illinois.edu); [dantele@earthlink.net](mailto:dantele@earthlink.net)) [Keding added as instructor for 409 LEA on 12/16/13. See below for texts for both LEA and LEB]

  **USB Headset Microphone**


- **LIS 418 LE [LEEP] – Ellen Knutson** ([ellen.knutson@gmail.com](mailto:ellen.knutson@gmail.com))

● LIS 445 AU/AG [on-campus] – Betty Bush (ekbush@yahoo.com)

All REQUIRED


• **LIS 451 A4 [on-campus] – Martin Wolske** ([mwolske@illinois.edu](mailto: mwolske@illinois.edu))


• **LIS 451 LE [LEEP] – Elizabeth Ruane** ([beth.ruane@gmail.com](mailto: beth.ruane@gmail.com))

  USB Headset Microphone


• **LIS 452 AU/AG [on-campus] – Miles Efron** ([mefron@illinois.edu](mailto: mefron@illinois.edu)) *(Cancelled 12/18/13)*


  3rd text added 12/18/13:


• **LIS 452 LE [LEEP] – David Dubin** ([ddubin@illinois.edu](mailto: ddubin@illinois.edu)) *(Instructor change 12/18/13)*

  USB Headset Microphone


  3rd text added 12/18/13:


• **LIS 456 AU/AG [on-campus] – Miles Efron** ([mefron@illinois.edu](mailto: mefron@illinois.edu))


● LIS 490 TEL [LEEP] – Amanda Hartman (anamdhartman@gmail.com)
USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 501 LE [LEEP] – Linda Smith (lcsmith@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 502 A & B [on-campus] – Terry Weech (weech@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 502 C [on-campus] – Bonnie Mak (bmak@illinois.edu)

● LIS 502 D [on-campus] – Emily Knox (knox@illinois.edu) / Maria Bonn (mbonn@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 502 E [on-campus] – Kate Williams (katewill@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 502 LE [LEEP] – Leigh Estabrook (leighe@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 503 A [on-campus] – Nicole Cooke (nacooke@illinois.edu) [Cancelled 1/15/14]
● LIS 504 A [on-campus] – Beth Woodard (bswoodar@illinois.edu)


● LIS 504 LEA [LEEP] and LIS 504 LEB [LEEP] – Jeanne Holba Puacz (jpuacz@illinois.edu)

USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 504 LEA [LEEP] – Melissa Wong (mawong@illinois.edu)

USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 505 A – Robert Burger (rburger@illinois.edu)


● LIS 505 LE [LEEP] – Mary Munroe (mhmunroe@illinois.edu)

USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 507 LEA [LEEP] – Maren Mayer (mmayer@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 507 LEB [LEEP] – Dennis Quinn (dpquinn@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 508 LEA [LEEP] – Mary Munroe (mhmunroe@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 508 LEB [LEEP] – Anne Barnhart (anneb@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

● LIS 511 A [on-campus] – Donald Krummel (donkey@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 515 A [on-campus] – Carol Tilley (ctilley@illinois.edu)
No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 515 LE [LEEP] – (Dawn) Mikki Smith (smith199@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone
No required or recommended texts.

● LIS 516 LE [LEEP] – Peggy Burton (maburton@illinois.edu) and Anieta Trame (aetrame@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 518 LE [LEEP]** – Kate Williams ([katewill@illinois.edu](mailto:katewill@illinois.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone

  [Instructor note: Go to [http://dorrstreet.org/katewill/textbook/](http://dorrstreet.org/katewill/textbook/) for information on securing a copy of this text.]

- **LIS 524 LE [LEEP]** – Wayne Bivens-Tatum ([rbivens@princeton.edu](mailto:rbivens@princeton.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 525 LE [LEEP]** – Kevin McClure ([kmcclure@kentlaw.edu](mailto:kmcclure@kentlaw.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 528 A [on-campus]** – Mary Wilkes Towner ([mtowner@illinois.edu](mailto:mtowner@illinois.edu))


  Instructor Note: This title is available as a full-text ebook in the UIUC Library Digital Collection. [http://site.ebrary.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/lib/uiuc/docDetail.action?docID=10469322](http://site.ebrary.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/lib/uiuc/docDetail.action?docID=10469322)


- **LIS 530 ALE [LEEP]** – Kirstin Dougan ([dougan@illinois.edu](mailto:dougan@illinois.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 530 GLE [LEEP]** – Paul Healey ([phealey@illinois.edu](mailto:ophealey@illinois.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone

LIS 548 A [on-campus] – Fred Schlipf (fschlipf@illinois.edu)


Inexpensive 3-sided plastic architectural ruler (marked in fractional scales – 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, etc.) and snap-on clip for holding architectural ruler [Instructor Note: his ruler manufactured by Alvin.] (REQUIRED)

LIS 560 LE [LEEP] – Stephen Downie (jdownie@illinois.edu)


LIS 562 LE [LEEP] – Tim Cole (t-cole@illinois.edu)


LIS 568 LE [LEEP] – Carisse Berryhill (cmb04c@acu.edu)


No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 577 LE [LEEP] – Bobby Bothmann** ([bothmann@illinois.edu](mailto:bothmann@illinois.edu))
  - USB Headset Microphone

  - **LIS 580 LE [LEEP] – Sidney Berger** ([sidney_berger@pem.org](mailto:sidney_berger@pem.org))
  - USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 581 A [on-campus] – Anke Voss** ([ankevoss@gmail.com](mailto:ankevoss@gmail.com))


  *Note: The instructor is exploring putting portions of the three recommended texts on Library Reserves.*

- **LIS 581 LE [LEEP] – Melissa Salrin** ([msalrin@illinois.edu](mailto:msalrin@illinois.edu))
  - USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 582 LE [LEEP] – Andrew Huot** ([ahuot@illinois.edu](mailto:ahuot@illinois.edu))
  - USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 586 A – Rhiannon Bettivia** ([rbettivi@illinois.edu](mailto:rbettivi@illinois.edu))

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.
No required or recommended texts to purchase.


Venables, W.N., D.M. Smith and the R Core Team. *An Introduction to R*. (Based on the former “Notes on R,” gives an introduction to the language and how to use it for doing statistical analysis and graphics.) Download from http://www.r-project.org/. *(REQUIRED)*

*NOTE: These two texts were required for the SODA LIS 590 AG course in Fall 2013.*


*NOTE: These two texts were required for the SODA LIS 590 AG course in Fall 2013.*


No required or recommended texts to purchase.
● **LIS 590 BGL** [LEEP] – Erwin Cruz ([erwin.cruz@granger.com](mailto:erwin.cruz@granger.com))
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● **LIS 590 CP** [on-campus] – Travis McDade ([mcdade@illinois.edu](mailto:mcdade@illinois.edu))


● **LIS 590 CRL** [LEEP] – Carol Tilley ([ctilley@illinois.edu](mailto:ctilley@illinois.edu))
USB Headset Microphone


● **LIS 590 DCL** [LEEP] – Carole Palmer ([cpl Palmer@illinois.edu](mailto:cpl Palmer@illinois.edu))
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● **LIS 590DH** [on-campus] – Jana Diesner ([j diesner@illinois.edu](mailto:j diesner@illinois.edu))

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● **LIS 590 DM** [on-campus] – David Dubin ([ddubin@illinois.edu](mailto:ddubin@illinois.edu))


● **LIS 590 DTL** [LEEP] – Vetle Torvik ([vtorvik@illinois.edu](mailto:vtorvik@illinois.edu))
USB Headset Microphone


● **LIS 590 FL / CMN 529 FL** [on-campus] – Susan Davis ([sgdavis@illinois.edu](mailto:sgdavis@illinois.edu))


**LIS 590 FRL [LEEP] – Emily Knox (knox@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 590 GEL [LEEP] – Nicole Miller (nwmiller@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


*Optional* -- students will need to consult, but not necessarily purchase, the following:


**LIS 590 GN [on-campus] – Jennifer Hain Teper (jhain@illinois.edu) / Andrew Huot (ahuot@illinois.edu)**

No required or recommended texts to purchase.


• **LIS 590 LF [on-campus] – Alistair Black** ([alblack@illinois.edu](mailto:alblack@illinois.edu))
  
  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 590 MGL [LEEP] – Kevin Trainor** ([trainor1@illinois.edu](mailto:trainor1@illinois.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone


• **LIS 590 NA [on-campus] – Jana Diesner** ([diesner@illinois.edu](mailto:diesner@illinois.edu))


• **LIS 590RO [on-campus] – David Dubin** ([ddubin@illinois.edu](mailto:ddubin@illinois.edu))
  [Cancelled 12/18/13]

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 590SJL [LEEP] – Nicole Cooke** ([nacooke@illinois.edu](mailto:nacooke@illinois.edu))
  USB Headset Microphone

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 590SL [on-campus] – Lian Ruan** ([lruan@illinois.edu](mailto:lruan@illinois.edu))

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• **LIS 590TCA [LEEP] – Jenny Benevento** ([jennybento@gmail.com](mailto:jennybento@gmail.com))
  USB Headset Microphone


• **LIS 590TX [on-campus] – Cathy Blake** ([clblake@illinois.edu](mailto:clblake@illinois.edu))